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Part A     (10 x 1   = 10 Marks) 

I. Answer all the following objective Question (Choose the Correct Answer). 

1. Emerson believes that the scholar's duties are all comprised in _____________? 

a. Faith in God  b. Self-awareness c. Self-trust  d. Trust in others 

2. Which politician does Thoreau criticize in his essay ‘Civil Disobediance’?  

c. Thomas Jefferson  b. John C. Calhoun  c.Abraham Lincoln  d. Daniel Webster 

3. Where were the ‘Two feathered guests’ from in the poem ‘Out of my cradle endlessly rocking’? 

a. Arizona  b. Africa   c. Alabama  d. Argentina 

4. How do the Mourners make the narrator lose her sanity in ‘I felt a funeral in my brain’? 

a. They keep talking    b. They keep treading 

c.  They keep beating a drum   d. They keep dropping 

5. What is the name of the restaurant where Happy and Biff take Willy?  

a. Frank’s Chop House     b. Sam’s Hoagie Shack  

c. Divine Seafood     d. The Carnage Deli 

6. What did Biff steal from Bill Oliver’s store when he was a boy? 

c.  A crate of basketballs  b. A wire recorder   c.A suit  d. A car 

7. Where does Huck hide the Wilks family gold? 

a. In Peter Wilks’s coffin    b. In the basement  

c. In a mattress      d. In an old cabin in the woods 

8. Who finally tells Huck that Pap is dead?  

a. Tom    b. Aunt Polly    c. Jim    d. Sally Phelps 

9. How long has it been since Santiago last caught a fish? 

a. 40 days  b. 84 days   c. 87 days  d. 120 days 

10.  What kind of fish does Santiago first catch?  

a. A tuna  b. A marlin  c. A shrimp  d. A Portuguese man-of-war 

  



Part B    (5 x 4 = 20 Marks) 

II. Answer All the Questions for the following. Write not more than 200 words each. 

11.  a) Write short notes on the influence of nature in Emerson’s “The American Scholar”? 

(or) 

b) What is Thoreau’s opinion on wealth and consumption? Why does he say that the rich are likely to 

practice civil disobedience? 

12.  a) Who might the "emperor of ice-cream" be? What does his title tell us about the poem's view of life? 

(or) 

 b) Bring out the theme of “I felt a funeral in my brain”. 

13.    a) Who dies, and what happens at the burial at the end of the Death of a Salesman?  

(or) 

b) Analyze the role of seeds in Act II's final segment. What do they stand for in Death of a Salesman. 

14.  a)  Why doesn’t Huck want to be adopted by Aunt Sally in Huckle Berry Finn? 

(or) 

 b) How does Huck escape from imprisonment by his father? 

15.  a) Bring out the symbolic representation in The Old Man and the sea  

(or) 

b) Describe the important aspects of Santiago's relationship with Manolin in The Old Man and the sea. 

 

Part C    (3 x 15 = 45 Marks) 

III. Answer any THREE Questions. 

16. Elaborate on Emerson’s view on the duties of the “The American Scholar” 

17. Which character in “Home Burial” do you think has the most power in their relationship? Does the power 

shift as the poem progresses? How so? 

18. How does Twain's use of satire add to the overall meaning of the novel Huckle berry Finn? 

19. “A man can be destroyed but not defeated,” says the old man after the first shark attack. At the end of the 

story, is the old man defeated? Why or why not? 

20. Elucidate the themes in Death of a Salesman? 

******* 


	b) How does Huck escape from imprisonment by his father?

